Abstract—Random process variation and variability intrinsic to PMOS Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI-induced statistical variation) are two major reliability concerns as transistor dimensions scale with technology. Previous works have studied these two sources of variation separately at device and circuit level. We study the impact of the interaction between intrinsic PMOS NBTI variability and time0 process variability on circuit delay spread. A statistical pipeline timing error model is proposed including both the variability sources to predict its impact on pipeline stage count. It is shown that a wide difference in statistical timing response to intrinsic NBTI variability exists among different circuits. Traditional design time NBTI-aware delay guard-banding is proved to be statistically insufficient in pipelines and an excess of 2x guard-band needs to be incorporated at the end of 10 years. However, the guard-band is shown to be reduced by 30% when the dynamic cycle time stealing technique is employed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sources of variations (process manufacturing conditions, and random dopant fluctuations) adversely affect the timing yield of the product at time0 (fresh after manufacturing) that degrades with time due to aging phenomenon like Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) in PMOS [1]. The most challenging source of variability to handle at time0 is the intrinsic random dopant fluctuation that needs statistical solution, as they cannot be controlled by any extrinsic means. Intrinsic variability in NBTI induced aging is the other source of random variation that has gained prominence with device dimension scaling beyond 45nm threatening the timing integrity of Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) and analog circuits during its operational lifetime [2].

PMOS devices of similar dimensions on the same die under identical NBTI stress condition experiences different NBTI induced drain current (Id) and threshold voltage (Vt) degradation due to the intrinsic NBTI variability [2]. The random nature of the trap creation in gate di-electric and the substrate/gate-dielectric interface are being considered as the cause for such behavior that becomes more pronounced as gate length and gate oxide dimension scales with technology [2], [3]. Hence, apart from the extrinsic factors that affect a PMOS NBTI aging like its gate voltage, temperature and its gate input signal activity (that can be controlled or can be used as knobs to mitigate NBTI), presence of intrinsic variability introduces randomness in NBTI aging that needs statistical solution. Effect of intrinsic NBTI variability (or NBTI-induced statistical variation) is widely studied for SRAMs read stability issues and mismatch issues in analog circuits [2], [3]. Kang et al. [4] studied the time0 process and NBTI variability impact on SRAMs, simple library, and inverter chain circuits with technology scaling, however, the interaction of NBTI with time0 process variation was not analyzed for complex circuits and micro architectural components. In our previous work [5], we studied the interaction of time0 process variation and NBTI at circuit level however the intrinsic NBTI variability was not considered. Similarly, at the micro architectural level Fu et al. [6] proposed techniques to leverage the positive interaction between NBTI and process variation, however the intrinsic variability in NBTI was not considered.

There is plethora of study on time0 manufacturing and random process variability focusing on modeling, characterization, and simulation both at device and circuit design level [7], [8]. Particularly at circuit design level, the research focuses on statistical CAD algorithms and process variation aware designs [7]. However, the underlying mechanism that causes time0 process variations and the intrinsic NBTI variation during product operation is different [2]. Hence the interaction of such uncorrelated variability mechanisms create an additional layer of unpredictability in circuit delay during its operational lifetime. In this regard the work makes following contributions.

1) An analytical framework to explain the effect of intrinsic NBTI variability on statistical gate delay is developed.
2) A model is developed to track the effect of intrinsic NBTI variability on statistical pipeline timing during its lifetime and its impact on the pipeline stage count.
3) Finally, various statistical pipeline timing error improvement techniques are analyzed and dynamic cycle time stealing technique is proved to be an efficient way to handle intrinsic NBTI variability.

II. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The NBTI induced PMOS Vt degradation is considered to be a combination of interface traps and fast saturating hole-
traps in advanced technology (Equation 1) [1]. The interface trapping induced PMOS $V_i$ degradation ($\Delta V_i$) is modeled as shown in Equation 2 in accordance with the reaction diffusion theory, while the hole-trapping ($\Delta V_i$) mechanism saturates at nominal voltages within tens of milliseconds [1]. Additionally, circuits operating at and beyond 1MHz of frequency does not encounter hole-trapping due to its large time constant [9]. At long stress periods interface traps dominates aging and hence we will consider Equation 2 in our work to track NBTI aging.

$$\Delta V_i = \Delta V_{i_{\text{it}}} + \Delta V_{i_{\text{hh}}}$$

$$\Delta V_{i_{\text{it}}} = \Delta V_{i_{\text{it}}} + e^{A\cdot E_{ox} \cdot e^{-E_a/K_B T \cdot t^n}}$$

Where fitting parameters ($\Delta V_{i_{\text{it}}}$, and $A$), activation energy ($E_a$), Boltzmann constant ($K_B$), electric field across the gate oxide ($E_{ox}$), operational temperature ($T$), stress time ($t$), and time exponent ($n = 1/6$ in accordance with reaction-diffusion theory) are used in modeling the NBTI behavior due to slow interface trapped charges [1]. One has to also incorporate the recovery model to understand the AC (or dynamic activity) behavior of the NBTI induced $V_i$ stress in PMOS transistors. Universal recovery model is used in our analysis as proposed by Kaczer et al. [10] that follows from Equation 3.

$$r(\xi) = 1/(1+ B \xi^d) \tag{3}$$

$$\xi = \frac{1}{DF} - 1 \tag{4}$$

$$\Delta V_{i_{\text{AC}}} = R \cdot r(\xi) + P \tag{5}$$

Where $DF$ is the duty factor, $B$ is the scaling parameter and $\xi$ is the dispersion parameter [10]. The total NBTI induced $\Delta V_{i_{\text{AC}}}$ shift is considered to be a summation of permanent ($P$, permanent interface traps) and recoverable ($R$, recoverable interface traps) component (Equation 5), while the $r(\xi)$ describes the duty factor and technology dependence of the recovery as shown in Equation 4. NBTI AC/DC factor derived from the above stress/recovery models is fed into the spice simulator for circuit lifetime extraction (Figure 1).

To predict complex digital circuit lifetime we synthesize circuits to the digital libraries and extract critical paths covering top 10% of the max delay. We statically calculate the $V_i$ degradation at each transistor using 50% static signal probabilities at the circuit primary inputs (note only primary inputs see 50% static probability while the internal node probabilities depends on its connectivity). The NBTI induced $V_i$ degradation is incorporated by adjusting the DELVTO parameter in HSPICE (using public domain BSIM model-card [11]) to obtain aged critical path delay. Intrinsic NBTI lifetime variability (model explained in Section III) is incorporated into the aging extraction framework (using DELVTO parameter) to track the product delay aging distribution with stress time.

Process variation can be subdivided into global and local variation. Global variation encompasses inter-die, inter-wafer, and inter-lot variation, while the local variation covers the within-die (WID) variations. WID variation has random and correlated component. The sources of variation are modeled through $\sigma_g$, $\sigma_w$, and $\sigma_t$ (assuming Gaussian distribution) to precisely analyze statistical circuit characteristics. Monte-Carlo simulation (1000 runs) using HSPICE simulator (with public domain BSIM model-card [11]) is performed to obtain 3-sigma variance on transistor and circuit parameters.

**III. MOTIVATION: EFFECT OF INTRINSIC NBTI VARIABILITY ON CIRCUIT MEAN DELAY AGING WITH TECHNOLOGY SCALING**

NBTI stress in PMOS is known to affect both the mean and variance of the induced $\Delta V_i$ shift, which is considered to be a concern in SRAM and analog circuits [3] due to $V_t$ mismatch problems. Based on the Poisson assumption for total NBTI induced charge distribution [2], we use Equation 6 to track the variation ($\sigma(\Delta V_i)$) in $\Delta V_i$ shift, given its mean ($\mu(\Delta V_i)$).

$$\sigma(\Delta V_i) = \sqrt{\frac{K \cdot T_{ox} \cdot \mu(\Delta V_i)}{A_{Gox}}} \tag{6}$$

Where, $T_{ox}$ is effective gate oxide thickness and $A_{Gox}$ is its area, and $K$ is an empirical constant equal to 1 [2]. Firstly, we assessed the effect of intrinsic NBTI variability induced $\Delta V_i$ variation ($\sigma(\Delta V_i)$) on circuit delay aging spread ($\sigma(\Delta T_d)$). Figure 2 shows an increase in spread of the circuit delay aging ($\sigma(\Delta T_d)$) with the mean circuit delay aging ($\mu(\Delta T_d)$). This can be explained using Equation 6 that predicts an increase in the spread of NBTI induced $V_i$ aging ($\sigma(\Delta V_i)$) with $\sigma(\Delta V_i)$ shift ($\mu(\Delta V_i)$). Additionally, using a simple linear gate delay model shown in Equation 7 relating $V_i$ and $T_d$ linearly, one can understand the similarity in gate delay and $V_i$ behavior with intrinsic NBTI variability.

$$T_d = B \cdot V_i + C \tag{7}$$

Secondly we analyze the sensitivity of circuits to intrinsic NBTI variability with technology scaling. Technology scaling has been incorporated by scaling the $T_{ox}$ and $A_{Gox}$ with generation [12] while maintaining $K=1$, and $\mu(\Delta V_i)$ constant (which means that the PMOS devices across technology have the same mean NBTI lifetime [2] which is an optimistic
assumption and hence does not affect our interpretation. Figure 3 shows that circuit (C499) with higher mean delay aging has a wider tail separation compared to its lesser aging counterpart (C1908).

These two findings have important implications both within and across technology. Firstly, the variation in higher delay aging circuits is larger compared to its lower aging counterpart within a particular technology node (Figure 2). Secondly the difference between the statistical spread in delay aging ($\sigma(\Delta T_d)$) of a lower and higher aging circuits scales exponentially with technology (as evident from Equation 6 and Figure 3) thus exacerbating the discrepancy in delay aging among different circuits on the same die. The rest of the paper is organized into sections that consist of definition of the term “fall-out” to understand the interaction of intrinsic NBTI variability with time0 process variation; modeling the interaction at gate, circuit, and at pipeline level and verification using HSPICE based Monte-Carlo simulations; and finally assessing pipeline performance hit and proposing a dynamic cycle stealing technique and analyzing its benefits comparing with static guard-bandung technique.

**IV. EFFECT OF INTRINSIC NBTI VARIABILITY ON STATISTICAL DEVICE PARAMETERS**

One can generically assume that the manufactured products consist of transistors with their parameters ($I_{dsat}/V_t$) falling within a certain range of spread defined by 3-sigma variation (or 99.9% worst-case/best-case value). However, this statistical spread shifts with device NBTI aging leading to more devices shifting out of the time0 statistical 3$\sigma$ of fresh device parameters (Figure 4). Thus NBTI induced aging could lead to a shift in the mean, sigma, or both in the device parameters as well as the circuit delay. To capture the combined effect of NBTI induced shift in both mean and sigma of statistical PMOS device parameter like drain saturation current ($I_{dsat}$) and also the circuit parameter (delay) device parameters we arbitrarily define a term called fall-out (Figure 4). The fall-out is another way of looking at the device or circuit aging due to NBTI in a statistical domain and hence should not be confused with a failure indicator.

**V. EFFECT OF INTRINSIC NBTI VARIABILITY ON STATISTICAL SINGLE STAGE GATE DELAY**

PMOS width and NBTI induced $\Delta V_t$ shift has substantial effect on the fall-outs due to NBTI at the transistor level. At the circuit level NAND, NOR, and INV can be considered as basic building blocks. PMOS NBTI aging differs in the way it affects the delay aging of these three basic gates. It is well known that NBTI aging impacts NOR gate more than the NAND, and INV gate delay. The reason being that the PMOS stacking in NOR is more vulnerable to delay aging due to identical NBTI stress in (a) larger width PMOS, and (b) smaller width PMOS.

Figure 5 briefly illustrates the effect of static NBTI aging (without intrinsic NBTI variability) on the statistical $I_{dsat}$ and $V_t$ spread of PMOS device with different gate widths. We call the PMOS devices, with their $I_{dsat}$ moving out of the $3\sigma$ of fresh PMOS statistical $I_{dsat}$ distribution as a result of NBTI, as $I_{dsat}$-fall-outs. $I_{dsat}$ is chosen as fall-out indicator, as it is one of the major decider of transistor delay. Illustration in Figure 5(a) and 5(b) shows that the percentage fall-out for a larger width PMOS device is relatively higher compared to smaller width PMOS. It is well known that random dopant fluctuation induced time0 process variation increases with decreasing transistor dimensions [8]. In other words, smaller dimension devices will have larger time0 random process variation masking NBTI induced shift and vice versa for the larger dimension devices. This illustration explains an instance where one can observe the interaction between static NBTI aging and random process variation. However when statistical nature of NBTI (due to intrinsic NBTI variability) is also considered, the interaction becomes complex and hence the need for modeling.
(we assume that all the PMOS in the Inverter gate are fully correlated and the same for NMOS) to the individual gates. We have derived our delay fall-out model based on the gate delay model (following an alpha-power law based CMOS inverter delay model [14], where alpha is assumed to be equal to 1) shown in Equation 8.

\[ T_d = \frac{A}{V_{gs} - V_t - \Delta V_t} \]  

where,

\[ A = \frac{C_{total} \cdot V_{dd}}{n \cdot \mu \cdot C_{ox}} \]

Where, \( C_{total} \) is the output load capacitance, \( n \) is a fitting parameter, \( \mu \) is PMOS device mobility, and \( C_{ox} \) is the gate oxide capacitance. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for \( V_t \) (Equation 10) and \( \Delta V_t \) (Equation 11), one can derive the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of \( T_d \) (Equation 12) to analyze the effect of time\( 0 \) process variation and intrinsic NBTI variability induced \( \Delta V_t \) shift on the \( T_d \) distribution and the ensuing rise-delay fall-out.

\[ f(V_t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{V_t} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(V_t - \mu_{V_t})^2}{2\sigma_{V_t}^2}} \]  

\[ f(\Delta V_t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{\Delta V_t} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(\Delta V_t - \mu_{\Delta V_t})^2}{2\sigma_{\Delta V_t}^2}} \]

\[ f(T_d) = \frac{A}{T_d^2 \left( \sigma_{V_t} + \sigma_{\Delta V_t} \right) \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{1}{2T_d^2} \left( \frac{V_{gs} - \frac{A}{n} - \left( \mu_{V_t} + \mu_{\Delta V_t} \right)}{2\left( \sigma_{V_t} + \sigma_{\Delta V_t} \right)} \right)^2} \]

\[ F(T_d) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{V_{gs} - \frac{A}{n} - \left( \mu_{V_t} + \mu_{\Delta V_t} \right)}{\sqrt{2} \left( \sigma_{V_t} + \sigma_{\Delta V_t} \right)} \right) \right) \]

It can be observed from Figure 6 that the PDF of \( T_d \) distribution (Equation 12) is non-Gaussian with a right tail. Additionally the NBTI variability induced \( \mu_{\Delta V_t} \) and \( \sigma_{\Delta V_t} \) increase not only shifts the mean of inverter rise delay (\( \mu_{T_d} \)) but also increases its spread (\( \sigma_{T_d} \)). Thus explaining the non-usage of Gaussian model (that would have under-estimated the fall-out) for the inverter rise-delay to derive its delay fall-out with aging. Equation 13 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the aged inverter rise delay, which is used to derive the fall-out in Equation 14.

\[ fall-out(T_d) = F(T_{d2}) - F(T_{d1}) \]

### VI. Effect of Intrinsic NBTI Variability On Statistical Circuit and Pipeline Delay

In this section we analyze the effect of intrinsic NBTI variability and time\( 0 \) process variability on statistical circuit delay to derive a circuit delay fall-out model during its lifetime. The derived per-stage delay fall-out model is used to assess pipeline delay fall-out. We use a synthetic pipeline consisting of four stages constructed out of ISCAS85 benchmark circuits (Figure 8) with feedback from the last to the first stage.

Based on our statistical reliability framework (Figure 1) we calculate fall-outs for each of these pipeline stages as follows. We synthesize complex logic circuits (ISCAS85 benchmarks) using basic NBTI characterized libraries (INV/NAND/NOR) of varying transistor widths, stacks and fingers. Spice netlist of the circuits were augmented with Leff, Weff, Tox, and \( V_t \) variations that incorporate global (variation across die) and local (random, and correlated component within die) variations. The above-mentioned spice parameters that were used to model the total variation are assigned mean and standard deviations (following a Gaussian distribution) such
that larger width transistors would observe a 10% \( I_d \) shift from the mean at the 3-sigma point.

Further the local variation (mismatch) dependence on \( \text{Leff} \) and \( \text{Weff} \) is modeled based on the empirical expression proposed by Asenov et al. [8]. In our simulation either we allow the circuits to have total random local variation or to have correlated local variation to understand the difference between the NBTI interaction with the two extremes though in reality there will be a mix of both. HSPICE based Monte-Carlo simulation were performed on time0 and time10yrs NBTI aged circuits. NBTI characteristics are set such that a PMOS with 50% input duty cycle in a circuit will have mean \( V_t \) shift \( (\mu_{\Delta V_t}) = 45 \text{mV} \) at the end of 10yrs. However, note that the actual stress seen by a PMOS will be different based on its input activity.

Two main observations can be drawn from the NBTI induced fall-out prediction for the ISCAS85 benchmarks shown in Figure 9 and 10. Namely, the power-law dependence of circuit delay fall-outs on NBTI induced delay aging (Figure 9) and delay standard deviation of its critical path (Figure 10). The behavior of circuit fall-outs to NBTI induced delay shift can be understood from a simple inverter rise-delay fall-out behavior without loss of generality. Delay fall-out has a power law dependence on NBTI induced PMOS \( \Delta V_t \) (Figure 7). Additionally, based on a first order linear transistor delay (\( T_d \)) approximation model shown in Equation 7 (note that the statistical mean value of \( T_d \) can be approximated with a linear dependence model for the range of \( \Delta V_t \) shift due to NBTI leading to 10% \( T_d \) shift), one can derive a linear relation between the gate delay response and NBTI induced PMOS \( \Delta V_t \). Hence delay fall-out is a power-law function of the \%mean delay aging that matches with the HSPICE simulation based prediction in Figure 9.

Secondly, NBTI induced delay fall-outs are smaller for circuits with local variation component that is completely correlated (correlation factor=1) among all the critical path libraries compared to the completely random local variation counterpart (Figure 10). This observation be explained based on the fact that a completely correlated local variation leads to higher time0 variation in statistical circuit delay compared to the completely random local variation case [15]. Additionally, Figure 11 shows a power-law dependence of circuit delay fall-out on the time0 circuit delay spread (sigma) based on the single-stage INV rise delay fall-out model (Equation 14). Hence there is a difference between the ISCAS85 delays fall-outs with completely correlated and random local variation case that explains the HSPICE simulation based prediction shown in Figure 10. An important implication of this understanding is that the tightening or reduction of time0 circuit delay variation leads to more NBTI induced fall-outs and hence the necessity to include more circuit delay guard-band during product operational lifetime.
fall-out model. This will help in tracking time dependent delay fall-outs for complex systems like pipelines (refer Section VI-A). The delay fall-out of the circuit follows a power law (slope $\approx 0.5$ to $0.6$) behavior with time (Figure 12). This can be explained as follows. Figure 7 shows the power-law dependence of rise-delay fall-out of single stage INV on the NBTI induced PMOS $\Delta V_t$ (slope=2.9). Similarly the slope for NOR gate is 3.1 (most of the synthesized ISCAS85 critical path gates are comprised of INV and NOR gates) as explained in Section V. Additionally we know that the NBTI induced $\Delta V_t$ is related to stress time through power law slope=0.166 (Equation 2). Hence transitivity, the dependence of single-stage gate rise-delay fall-out on stress time is a power law (with the power-law slope $\approx 0.5$ ($\approx 3.0 \times 0.166$)). Hence the single-stage gate delay fall-out model predicted slope qualitatively explains the fall-out versus stress time simulation behavior shown in Figure 12 for ISCAS85 benchmarks.

A. Pipeline Delay Fall-out Model

In this section the per-stage delay fall-out model is used to derive pipeline delay fall-out. The delay fall-out value for each stage ($f_i$) at a given time during its operational lifetime (excluding flip-flop aging) is used to derive the total pipeline delay fall-out ($F_p$) following a simple weakest link based system failure probability representation (Equation 15).

$$F_p = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - f_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Where $n$ is the total number of stages in the pipeline. Using the derived power-law model (in the previous section) for per-stage delay fall-out with stress time, we can rewrite the pipeline delay fall-out as shown in Equation 16.

$$F_p = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - A_i \times t^{0.5})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Where $A_i$ is the delay fall-out (@ time $t=1$sec) calculated using the fall-out power-law model for $i^{th}$ pipeline stage. Equation 15 and 16 are derived based on two assumptions. Firstly, the stage delay fall-outs ($f_i$) are considered to be totally independent. Secondly, all the stages are assumed to have same time0 delay at 3-sigma point ($\mu + 3 \times \sigma$) and the pipeline is designed to accommodate this delay. Such a simple model helps us track the real pipeline delay fall-out dependence on correlation factor and also on the unbalanced nature of per-stage time0 delay distribution.

Figure 13 and 14 shows the HSPICE calculated delay fall-outs for each stage and pipeline, as well as the model prediction of pipeline delay fall-out. The fully random local variation case (Figure 13) shows difference between the model predicted and the HSPICE calculated pipeline delay fall-outs compared to the fully random local variation case shown in Figure 13. Here, in addition to the excess slack ($\text{slack}_i$) in certain stages (explanation is same as for the fully random local variation case elucidated in the previous paragraph), the presence of correlation among the stages makes the delay fall-outs to be mostly correlated as well. As a result, the per-stage delay fall-outs do not contribute separately to the pipeline delay fall-out, instead they occur almost in tandem. High correlation among the pipeline stages invalidates the pipeline delay fall-out model given in Equation 17, and resultant model is given in Equation 18 that lower bounds (due to existence of randomness induced by intrinsic NBTI variability) the HSPICE prediction.

$$F_p = \max(A_i \times (t - \text{slack}_i)^{0.5})$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Figure 15 shows the new $F_p$ models (given in Equation 17, and 18) incorporated with correlation and slack information closely matching the HSPICE simulation of pipeline delay fall-out. Under an assumption of uncorrelated local variation in pipeline stage-delays and equal delay fall-out from all stages (i.e. $A_i$ is equal for all pipeline stages) and $\text{slack}_i = 0$ ($\forall i = 1, \ldots, n$, where $n$ is the total number of stages in the pipeline) the Equation 17 can be rewritten as shown in Equation 19.
during the initial periods of pipeline operations (note that the delay fall-out is small during the initial time periods of pipeline operation and hence the approximation is valid).

\[ F_p = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - A_i \times (t - \text{slack}_i)^{0.5}) \approx n \cdot A \cdot t^{0.5} \quad (19) \]

Equation 19 elucidates an important implication of NBTI induced product delay fall-out on the architectural decision of increasing pipeline stages. The total pipeline delay fall-out linearly scales with the number of stages in the pipeline. Additionally, with the proposed delay fall-out model for pipeline one can efficiently track statistical pipeline reliability based on its per-stage reliability model. This helps in making architectural decision towards manufacturing a product with higher statistical lifetime.

VII. INTRINSIC NBTI VARIABILITY AWARE RUNTIME TECHNIQUES TO MANAGE STATISTICAL PIPELINE PERFORMANCE

A pipeline is designed to accommodate stages of equal delay. However, after manufacturing, time0 process variation might invalidate such an assumption. Though one can adjust the clock cycle delay to meet the timing of the stage with maximum delay, it leads to a pessimistic clock delay assignment. Clock cycle time Stealing (CS) [16] is one of the techniques to deal with time0 process variation in pipelines, by averaging out the imbalance in stage delays thus gaining back the frequency that would other wise be lost in pessimistic over-design (Figure 16). This averaging is achieved by stealing the slack in one stage into the other. The CS techniques necessitates the presence of tunable delay buffers in the clock network to shift the clock phase, built-in-self-test (BIST) vectors to analyze the critical path timing and to take care of minimum delay path constraints [16].

The afore-mentioned CS technique is used at time0 to average out the manufacturing variation in stage delays. However, one could extend the CS technique (leveraging the already present hardware and algorithm to enable CS technique) to operate at runtime to take care of NBTI by adding per-stage aging-aware guard-band. In this regard, presence of an aging detector is an additional benefit to track the per-stage delay aging with time and add appropriate guard-band to stage delays pro-actively. Otherwise, timely execution of BIST vectors would be necessary to track stage delay timing failures and add guard-band appropriately. Explanation of aging detector or the BIST vector is beyond the scope of the work and hence we assume their presence. The main aim of the work is to motivate the benefit of dynamic CS technique and assess its advantages through the following experimental setup and study.

Per-stage delay guard-banding (refer Figure 17) HSPICE analysis shows that there is a wide difference in the reduction of delay fall-out among different stages obtained by incorporating delay guard-band. Pipelines can have such large difference among its stage delay fall-outs due to three reasons. Firstly, the difference in time0 delay spread (dependent on manufacturing variation) among the stages affects delay fall-outs differently (refer Figure 10 and 11). Secondly, the difference between the NBTI induced mean delay aging of the stage critical path leads to wide difference in delay fall-outs (refer Figure 9 and 10). Finally, the difference in delay fall-outs among the stages widens with technology scaling (refer Figure 3). Hence there is a need for dynamic CS technique to handle wide differences in statistical delay fall-out among all the stages in a pipeline to obtain optimal pipeline delay fall-out with less performance hit during its operational lifetime.
incorporated at time0. This process variation induced spread could be taken care by the CS technique at time0 (Figure 18(b)). Finally, the NBTA aged statistical delay spread at the end of 10yrs (as a result of interaction of intrinsic NBTA variability with time0 process variation) may exceed beyond the traditional mean delay aging guard-band and time0 CS technique. Hence the application of time10yrs dynamic CS technique will be required at the end of 10yrs as shown in Figure 18(c).

Figure 19 plots the HSPICE simulation results for the pipeline incorporated with the three techniques mentioned in Figure 17. Firstly, the incorporation of 10yrs NBTA mean-delay aging guard-band that is used by the time0 CS and dynamic CS technique is not entirely sufficient to protect the pipeline from incurring any delay fall-outs. As a result, twice the mean delay aging guard-band (compare the guard-band indicated by the larger downward arrow and the tail of the plot shown in asterisk in Figure 19) has to be incorporated into the pipeline using dynamic CS technique to reduce delay fall-outs to zero at 10yrs. Further, in the absence of dynamic CS technique the pipeline would have required 50% excess guard-band to prevent any delay fall-outs at 10yrs (compare dotted curve with the plot shown in asterisk in Figure 19). In other words, usage of dynamic cycle time stealing technique brings down the guard-band needed by 30% compared with the static guard-band technique at the end of 10 years. This shows that adding static guard-band at design time is statistically insufficient and justifies the usage of dynamic CS in handling delay fall-outs entirely without any static guard banding.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we established a framework to link the effect of intrinsic NBTA variability to process variation induced statistical delay distribution of library cells, more complex circuits and pipeline systems. Circuit delay fall-out (-of time0 manufacturing 3σ statistical spread of product delay) is predicted to have power-law dependence on stress time. The obtained circuit level delay fall-out model is used to derive a stress-time dependent statistical pipeline timing error model, using which the impact of pipeline stage count on pipeline delay fall-out is assessed. Using our statistical model framework, the presence of wide difference among the pipeline stage delay fall-out response to intrinsic variability in NBTA is predicted and shown to worsen with technology scaling. Consequently, we prove that it is statistically insufficient to use traditional NBTA induced mean delay aging value for guard-banding the pipeline and an excess of 2x guard-band would be required to mitigate pipeline time error at the end of 10 years. Benefits of extending cycle time stealing technique to handle pipeline delay fall-outs at runtime is analyzed. It is shown that 30% lesser delay guard-band is needed compared to the pipeline operating without dynamic cycle time stealing technique to prevent statistical pipeline timing errors due to intrinsic NBTA variability at the end of 10 years.
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